Allo Transplant Helps Some Patients with Mantle Cell Lymphoma when Chemotherapy and Radiation Don’t

Important Points:

- 25% of patients with mantle cell lymphoma went into remission after an allo transplant when chemotherapy and radiation alone didn’t work.
- Patients can do just as well after transplant with a low dose of chemotherapy and radiation as they would with a high dose.
- Patients have fewer serious side effects from a low dose of chemotherapy and radiation.

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is a rare type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Doctors often use a high dose of chemotherapy, and sometimes radiation, to treat patients with MCL. However, this treatment doesn’t always work. Even when it does work, the disease often comes back. Also, high doses of chemotherapy and radiation can have serious side effects.

When the disease comes back or doesn’t respond to treatment, doctors have a few options. One option is for the patient to get an allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplant (allo transplant). To prepare for an allo transplant, patients must first get chemotherapy, and sometimes radiation, again. This destroys the unhealthy blood cells in the patient’s body. Then, doctors put in healthy blood cells from a donor.

Older studies show that an allo transplant might help patients who don’t get better after getting only chemotherapy and radiation. However, these studies looked at fewer than 20 patients. Researchers and doctors feel more confident about study results when they include a lot of patients.

This new study included 202 patients. All of the patients had MCL and got chemotherapy / radiation, but the disease came back. The study looked at how well the patients did after an allo transplant. It also looked at the amount of chemotherapy and radiation patients got before their transplant to see what worked better to treat the disease. Some patients got low doses of chemotherapy and radiation while others got high doses.

The study results were hopeful. 25% (1 out of 4) of the patients went into remission, meaning their cancer symptoms went away, for 3 years or more after transplant. Also,
patients who got a low dose of chemotherapy and radiation did just as well as patients who got a high dose.

The study results are good compared to similar patients who do not get an allo transplant. Less than 10% (1 out of 10) of those patients survive for 3 years. However, 25% of the patients in this study not only survived but also went into remission for at least 3 years after transplant.

This is important information because we now know that:

- An allo transplant might help patients with MCL go into remission if chemotherapy and radiation alone don't work.
- Patients can do just as well after an allo transplant with a low dose of chemotherapy and radiation as they would with a high dose.
- Patients have fewer serious side effects from a low dose of chemotherapy and radiation.
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